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Abstract 

We are accustomed to using various multimedia services through authorization as a 

legitimate user, by entering ID and password. However, while technology using ID and 

password in that case, is inexpensive for constructing system, and convenient for general 

public to use, user ID and password can be easily exposed to attackers by various 

attacking techniques, such as password guessing attack, reply attack, and others[1]. In 

order to resolve such problems, users can be authenticated by adding other 

authentication methods, such as security card, OTP, certification, finger print 

recognition, and others, to user authentication using ID and Password [2-5]. In this 

thesis, we suggest user authentication method that uses authentication data stored in 

USB memory after generating authentication data by combining USB memory info and 

user password in multimedia environment. In such system, even if attacker takes over 

user authentication data stored in USB memory, USB memory device info is still 

unknown, and thus, seized information cannot be used. In addition, it is convenient to use 

due to inexpensive construction cost and regular USB memory. Therefore, in the future, it 

is expected to provide easy construction and operation environment to the companies 

required to use ID and password based authentication. 

 

Keywords: User Authentication, ID/PW based, USB Device information, USB 

Container ID 

 

1. Introduction 

Digital certificate used frequently in Korea has been promoted since establishment of 

e-Commerce Law, but it became inconvenient in many ways, such as recently added 

requirements of Active-X installation, and limited support to special browsers. However, 

while certificate based user authentication technique provides high stability, its 

convenience in terms of construction, operation, and usage are not favorable. User 

authentication method in multimedia environment include various technologies such as 

ID and password, authentication certificate, finger print recognition, Enhanced Password 

Based User Authentication Mechanism[6], and others[7]. Even so, ID and password 

based authentication is the system that enables inexpensive build up, and convenient use 

in multimedia environment. In this research, we suggest a method to authenticate user 

using fixed type of password and USB memory device info, in addition to user friendly 

ID and password method. 
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2. Related Researches 
 

2.1.  Technology of User Authentication 

In user authentication technology, a user can be authenticated using the methods 

known to or owned by only users, such as user password, security card, OTP, finger print, 

and others. Most frequently used technology is the method using ID and password. 

However, ID and password is vulnerable to various hacking attacks [8]. Besides this 

method, there are many kinds of methods including security card, OTP, mobile phone 

and email certification, finger print recognition, and others. As security card uses only 

limited number of security figures printed, there was a case exposed to a hacking attack 

targeting at such vulnerability. Furthermore, OTP or certificate can be safe by using one 

time use password or secure public key based structure, but it is not economical due to 

expensive system build up and operation costs. While the method using human body such 

as finger print or iris is considered the safest way, system build up and operation is 

expensive, and authentication data cannot be changed even when personal info is exposed 

by hacking attacks. 

 

2.2. USB Memory Device Overview 

USB (Universal Serial Bus, hereinafter referred to as “USB”) refers to standard 

specification to connect computer peripherals [9, 10]. USB memory combines semi-

conductor Flash Memory that can save and store data, and USB, which means data 

transfer specification. USB memory is easy to carry due to features of compact size and 

light weight, and files can be easily moved/copied/deleted by connecting with USB port 

only. As shown in [Figure 1], internal structure of USB memory is comprised of ①Flash 

memory ②Controller ③USB connector. ①When using flash memory, data can be 

stored and deleted easily, and protected even when power supply is cut off. ②Controller 

takes control on data transmission between flash memory and USB connector. ③USB 

connector plays roles of power supply and data transmission medium in connection with 

PC, and USB ports of various IT equipments. While this USB memory offers 

convenience of portability, there is a risk of data exposure stored in USB memory when it 

is lost, and the data stored in USB memory can be easily moved/copied to external 

system by malicious codes [11] immediately when USB memory is connected with PC. 

 

Figure 1. USB Memory Structure 

2.3. Load Process of USB Memory Device 

A data load process from USB memory device is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Load Process of USB Memory Device 

① When we connect USB memory to PC, the Bus Driver sends of USB memory’s 

device descriptor to Kernel PnP Manager. 

②  Kernel PnP Manager sets up Device Class ID based on USB memory’s device 

descriptor and then searches USB’s driver from registry. 

③  Kernel PnP Manager loads USB’s driver, if that driver is found in the registry. 

However, unless driver exists, User mode PnP manager from firmware of USB’s 

device and then records in the registry. 

④ User mode PnP Manager installs the USB’s driver to PC. 

⑤ User mode PnP Manager sets up the driver of USB memory and then connects 

correspond USB memory device to storing. It records USB memory information in 

the registry. At this time, refer to [table 1] - related USB memory device descriptor 

saved in registry. Related USB memory information preserved in registry. that is, 

device class ID, unique instance ID, Vendor ID, product ID and serial number are 

utilized in operating system it creates and uses USB container ID[12] formed 

string which can be made use in the operating system [8]. Refer to Figure 3. USB 

container ID value created the time when USB memory device puts PC. 
 

 

Figure 3. Example of USB Container ID 
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The OS realizes only USB device through USB container ID value and identifies 

device connected USB port then performs function fitted correspond device as per type of 

that such as keyboard, mouse, USB memory device. 

Table 1. USB Memory Information 

Identifier Explanation 

Device class ID 
Identifier which is made by using form of USB memory 

device, name of manufacturer and product and version. 

Unique instance ID 

If Instance ID that is serial number of USB memory devi

ce doesn’t include serial number, OS will be made that r

andomly. 

Vendor ID 

(Product ID)  
Manufacturer of USB memory and identifier of product 

Volume serial number Volume serial number for USB memory device 

Initial connection time 
Time information putting first USB memory device to sy

stem 

Initial connection time 

after boot up 

Time information connecting first USB memory device 

after system boots up. 

Final connecting time Time information connecting last USB memory device 

 

3. The Proposed Method 

This thesis proposed method that can protect user authentication data safely even when 

user ID and password are exposed or user authentication data is copied/moved, by 

improving security vulnerability of ID/PW method, and using USB memory device 

information [13]. In line with that, user used USB Container ID as user authenticating 

element, after saving user authentication data by using container ID in USB memory. 

Followings are notation of the used signs. 

Table 2. Procedure Notation 

ID User’s Identifier ID 

PW User’s Password 

CID User’s USB container ID 

es_key Session Key encryption key 

s_key Session Key 

PRNG Pseudorandom Number Generator 

En(M) n in key symmetric encryption to M 
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Dn{M} n in key symmetric decrypt to M 

(A || B || C ……) String consisted of items(a, b, c) 

(A + B + C ……) Record consisted of items(a, b, c) 

 

3.1. User Registration Procedure 

In this section, there is a description of the process in which a user is registered to the 

application system to be used. The procedures for registering the user are shown in 

Figure 4. 
 

 

Figure 4. User Registration Procedure 

Step 1) The User input ID/PW, and then load USB Container ID(CID) from user’s 

USB Memory device. 

 

Input (ID, PW), Read(CID) 

 

Step 2) It generate a pseudo random number(N) from PRNG function. 

 

N = PRNG 

 

Step 3) Generate a session-encryption key(es_key) which results from the one way 

hash function using the input values, User’s PW(PW), USB Container ID(CID) and the 

random number(N) generated in Step 2. This key is used to encrypt the session 

key(s_key) used to encrypt the authentication data valid for only one session. 
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es_key = H( PW || CID || N) 

 

Step 4) Generate Session key(s_key) from PRNG. The s_key is session key. 

 

s_key = PRNG 

 

Step 5) Encrypt the user authentication data by using the session key (s_key). PW is 

the password of the user, the Timestamp is the session datetime, the Nonce to protect the 

reproduction of the registered session authentication data. 

 

Es_key(PW || Timestamp || Nonce) 

 

Step 6) Store the encrypted authentication data generated in step 5 to DBMS / USB. 

 

Step 7) For preventing session key from exposing, session key-encryption key 

generated in Step.3 encrypts session key. 

 

Ees_key(s_key) 

 

Step 8) Store the encrypted session key in step 7 to USB. 

 

3.2. User Authentication Procedure 

In this section, we explain the specific procedures for authenticating the user registered 

in the preceding section to allow him/her to access the system. The procedures for 

authenticating the user are shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5. User Authentication Procedure 

Step 1) The user input the ID/PW, and load the authenticate data from USB memory. 

Input (ID, PW) 
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Step 2) regenerates the session-encryption key (es_key) which has  previously resulted 

from the one-way hash function using the input values, the random number(N), the 

password(PW) and USB Container ID(CID). 

 

es_key = H(PW || CID || N) 

 

Step 3) decrypts the encrypted session key Ees_key (s_key) by using the session-

encryption key (es_key) recreated in Step 2. 

 

s_key = Des_key{Ees_key(s_key)} 

 

Step 4) For creating USB memory Authentication Data(USB AD), decrypt 

authentication data(Ds_key(PW|| TimeStamp || Nonce)) which is encrypted s_key on Step 

3. 

 

USB AD = Ds_key{Es_key(PW || TimeStamp || Nonce)} 

 

Step 5) Load authentication data which is saved database in application system. 

DBMS. 

 

READ(Es_key(PW || TimeStamp || Nonce)) 

 

Step 6) For making Database Authentication Data(DB AD), encrypted authentication 

data which is read on Step 5 decrypt session key(s_key). 

 

DB AD = Ds_key{Es_key(PW || TimeStamp || Nonce)} 

 

Step 7) If the authentication data decrypted in Step 4 is the same as the authentication 

data decrypted in Step 6, the authentication is successful; otherwise, the authentication is 

failed. 

 

3.3. User Authentication Data Reconfiguring Procedure 

In this section, there is a description of the process in which the user successfully 

authenticated in Section 3.2 reconfigures the authentication data for the next 

authentication session. The procedures for reconfiguring the authentication data are 

shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. User Restructure Procedure 

Step 1) If authentication matches up on Section 3.2 User Authentication Procedure, it 

will go through restructuring steps of authentication data. Start to restructure with user’s 

ID(ID), user’s password(PW) and USB Container ID(CID) loaded before stage. 

 

Step 2) It generate a new pseudo random number(New N1) from PRNG function. 

 

New N1 = PRNG 

 

Step 3) Generate a new session-encryption key(New es_key1) which results from the 

one way hash function using the input values, User’s PW(PW), USB Container ID(CID) 

and the random number(New N1) generated in Step 2. This key is used to encrypt the 

session key(s_key) used to encrypt the authentication data valid for only one session. 

 

New es_key1 = H( PW || CID || New N1) 

 

Step 4) Generate New Session key(New s_key1) from PRNG. The New s_key1 is 

session key. 

 

New s_key1 = PRNG 

 

Step 5) Encrypts the user authentication data by using the session key (New s_key1). 

PW is the password of the user, the New Timestamp is the session datetime, the New 

Nonce to protect the reproduction of the registered session authentication data. 

 

ENew s_key1(PW || New Timestamp || New Nonce) 

 

Step 6) Update the encrypted authentication data generated in step 5 to DBMS / USB. 
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Step 7) For preventing session key from exposing, session key-encryption key 

generated in Step.3 encrypts the New session key. 

 

ENew es_key1(New s_key1) 

 

Step 8) Store the encrypted session key in step 7 to USB. 

 

4. Evaluation 

In this thesis design to secure safety in system requiring user authentication, and to use 

at inexpensive price. Therefore, outstanding safety and convenient usability of proposed 

system need to be described objectively in comparison with existing user authentication 

method. 

In this chapter, we compare the ID/PW based user authentication method used in 

system, certificate [3], finger print recognition, OTP [14], and others. 

Table 3. Comparing Existing-System with Proposed System 

 
ID/PW Certificate Fingerprint OTP 

Proposed 

System 

Characteristics Static Static Static Dynamic Dynamic 

Password 

Change 
Necessary Necessary - Unnecessary Unnecessary 

Reusability Possible Possible Possible Impossible Impossible 

Cost Low High High High Low 

Protect 

authentication 

data 

No No No Yes Yes 

Protect 

Password 
No Yes - Yes Yes 

As show in Table 3, The proposed system has a number of features. First, user 

authentication data of proposed method and OTP based method has a dynamic 

characteristics, but the others has static characteristics. Second, require continuous 

password change in user authentication method, ID/PW and Certificate, but proposed 

system and OTP do not need to change password. Third, the OTP and proposed sysem 

changes each time, used authentication data cannot be reused, but the others can be 

reused. Fourth, the system building cost is inexpensive because ID/PW method and 

proposed system can be build only if there is a storage system to save authentication data. 

However, other authentication systems are expensive as those requires additional system 

or hardware equipments. Fifth, If the certificate method is exposed cannot be used, there 

is no way to protect the exposed authentication data. However, since the proposed 

method is protected using USB device info, the authentication data cannot be used even 

after the exposure. Sixth, other authentication data can be used the exposure of password 

in user authentication method, for certificate, authentication data cannot be used once 
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password is exposed. However, with proposed method, authentication data can be used 

only by combining USB device info and user password even after password exposure. 

Thus, the authentication data cannot be used despite the password exposure. Accordingly, 

since proposed method generates user authentication method by combining USB device 

info and user password, it has the security level equivalent to certificate, finger print 

recognition, and OTP. In addition, proposed method has the advantages of inexpensive 

construction price and convenience just as ID and password method. 

 

5. Conclusions 

User authentication comes with various technologies, such as ID and password, OTP, 

certificate, finger print, and others. However, safety management plan of user 

authentication data is necessary, as there are on going security accident occurrences 

taking over user authentication data, through sniffing, malicious code, pharming site, and 

others. In such plan, various technologies is suggested and utilized, such as USIM smart 

authentication technology using Smartphone [13], certificate based user authentication 

[3], Management Method to Secure Private Key using OTP [14], and others [15]. 

In this thesis, suggested method was designed considering vulnerability, cost, and 

convenience of existing authentication methods. Considering convenience of ID and 

password method, user authentication is carried through user ID and password, USB 

Container ID. User authentication data changes automatically without changing user’s 

password, as authentication data changes automatically whenever logging in. Thus, user 

does not have to change password periodically. Besides, using additional authentication 

element of USB Container ID, user authentication data can be protected safely, even if 

user authentication data file is copied/moved, or user password is exposed. Lastly, 

because we don’t have to build additional system, different from security card, OTP, 

certificate, finger print, and others, it has advantages of low construction cost. 

This method can be applied ID and Password method immediately, and is expected to 

make great deal of progress in terms of security in existing multimedia environment. For 

details of further study, as authentication data cannot be restored, and user authentication 

is impossible, if user USB memory device is lost, supplementary research is necessary in 

that regard. 
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